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F
ano resonance, which is distinguished
by an asymmetric line shape or a
narrow resonance dip,1�5 can be gen-

erated from the destructive interference
between an overlapping broad resonance
with a narrow resonance. This unique line
shape, which is sensitive to geometry or
local environment,2 has great potential in
applications such as plasmonic sensing,6,7

chemical or biological sensing,8 and optical
antenna or switching.9,10 Conventional
Fano resonances in metallic particle oligo-
mers5,11�13 or other plasmonic nano-
structures14�16 have been widely investi-
gated. In particular, Fano resonances can
be observed in heterodimers such as nano-
rod dimers with different aspect ratios17,18

or nanoparticle dimerswith different radii or
different materials.19,20 Because of symme-
try breaking, heterodimers exhibit more
complex coupling behaviors and give rise
to Fano resonance. Very recently, all-dielec-
tric nanostructures exhibiting low-loss scat-
tering and strong magnetic response at
visible wavelengths have drawn increas-
ing attention.21,22 Although there is some

research on Fano resonance based on
dielectric materials, such as photonic crys-
tals with continuum Mie scattering and a
narrow Bragg band,23 microscale dielectric
bispheres with whispering gallery modes24

or all-dielectric antennae operating in the
microwave region combined with a dipole
source,25 there have been so far no reports
on Fano resonance in all-dielectric nano-
sphere dimers at visible wavelengths. We
note that Fano resonances observed in
all-dielectric trimers and heptamers21,22,26

arise from detached silicon nanodisks fabri-
cated via electron-beam lithography and
have no directional feature. Therefore,
the generation of Fano resonance in self-
assembled and nearly touching silicon nano-
sphere oligomers still remains unclear.
Herein, we demonstrate experimentally

for the first time that the directional Fano
resonance can easily arise in a silicon nano-
sphere dimer and propose a new physical
origin of the Fano-type backward scatter-
ing in all-dielectric nanosphere oligomers.
Compared with plasmonic oligomers, Fano
resonance in silicon nanosphere dimers has
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ABSTRACT Fano resonance arising from the interaction between a broad “bright”

mode and a narrow “dark” mode has been widely investigated in symmetry-breaking

structures made of noble metals such as plasmonic asymmetric oligomers or other well-

designed nanostructures. However, Fano resonance in nanoscale all-dielectric dimers has

not been experimentally demonstrated so far. We report the first experimental observation

of directional Fano resonance in silicon nanosphere dimers (both homodimer and

heterodimer) and clarify that the coupling between magnetic and electric dipole modes

can easily generate Fano resonance in all-dielectric oligomers, distinctly differing from

conventional Fano resonances based on electric responses or artificial optical magnetism.

A silicon nanosphere dimer, exhibiting a strong magnetic response inside and an electric

enhancement in the gap, is an excellent structure to support magnetic-based Fano

scattering. Interactions between magnetic and electric dipoles can suppress backward scattering and enhance forward scattering at Fano wavelengths. This

directional scattering is much more prominent than that from a single silicon sphere and shows promising applications in areas such as directional

nanoantenna or optical switching, opening up avenues for developing all-dielectric low-loss metamaterials or nanophotonic devices at visible wavelengths.
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some unique advantages. First, dielectric nanospheres
like silicon with sizes from 80 to 200 nm have strong
magnetic dipole resonances in the visible range.27�29

Considering that optical magnetism is of critical im-
portance in achieving negative refraction in meta-
materials,30 the magnetic-based Fano resonance is
significant for applications in the unit cells of metama-
terials. Although the Fano resonances have been in-
vestigated in some “artificial magnetic” structures,3,4

silicon nanospheres with intrinsic magnetic response
may be a better choice. Second, when two silicon
nanospheres are in close proximity, the two magnetic
dipoles couple to produce a narrow coupled magnetic
response while the two electric dipoles couple to
produce a broad electric response with strong electric
enhancement in the gap between the two spheres.
Unlike the plasmonic dimer that has strong absorption,
the field enhancement in silicon-dimer gap almost
radiates.31 Hence the broad “bright” electric mode in
the silicon dimer interacting with the narrow “dark”
magnetic mode in the far field generates a Fano
resonance. Finally, Fano resonance caused by interact-
ing electric and magnetic dipole resonances has direc-
tional selectivity.32�34 A narrow Fano resonance dip
can be seen in the backward scattering, whereas
enhanced radiation is observed in the forward scatter-
ing from a silicon dimer. The difference between
forward and backward scattering for a single nano-
sphere is unnoticeable29 because the electric and
magnetic dipole responses in a single nanosphere

are narrow and detached in the spectra. Fortunately,
the formation of a dimer overcomes this disadvantage
and generates an obvious unidirectional scattering.
Therefore, these novel properties enable silicon nano-
sphere dimers to become a superior magnetic-based
Fano resonance device in nanophotonics applications.
For instance, it can work as a directional optical
antenna.10,35 Considering that the scattering is sensi-
tive to polarization, the silicon dimer can also act as a
polarization-dependent optical switch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Silicon nanospheres with diameters from 80 to
200 nmwere fabricated by femtosecond laser ablation
in liquid (fs-LAL). We used an ultrafast laser with a pulse
duration of 35 fs, and single-pulse energy of 4mJ. After
laser ablating, we produced a silicon colloid suspended
in solution. We then transferred one drop of the
solution to a piece of indium�tin�oxide (ITO) glass.
During evaporation, big droplets would divide into
small droplets that contain less silicon spheres. When
the droplets dried up, multiple silicon spheres self-
assembled as dimers, trimers or other oligomers via

capillary forces.
We studied the Fano effect in homodimers first.

Typical homodimers are shown in Figure 1b�d; a
single silicon sphere is presented in Figure 1a for
comparison. Sizes of each homodimersweremeasured
from scanning electron microscope (SEM) images
employing multimeasurement averaging; if the size

Figure 1. Backward scattering properties of single silicon sphere and silicon nanosphere homodimers. (a) The SEM image of
single silicon sphere with diameter of 106.8 nm. (b�d) The SEM images of three “homodimers”: 95.8 and 93.2 nm dimer (b);
106.0 and 106.9 nmdimer (c); 105.0 and 101.8 nmdimer (d). And the scale bar in all SEM images is 100 nm. The corresponding
experimental scattering spectra (e�h) and simulated scattering spectra (i�l) for the nanostructures (a�d).
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difference between the two spheres is less than 4 nm,
we identify them as “homodimers”. Figure 1e�h
shows the backward scattering spectra measured by
a dark-field optical microscope integrated with a
quartz-tungsten-halogen lamp, a monochromator,
and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The scat-
tering spectrum of a single silicon sphere of diameter
106.8 nm shows a dominant magnetic dipole peak
near λ = 500 nm. However, when two nanospheres are
in proximity, the scattering spectrum changes drama-
tically and reveals a Fano line shape. When two silicon
spheres in a dimer have similar diameters (d = 95.8 and
93.2 nm in Figure 1b), a Fano asymmetric line shape
around 500 nm can be seen (Figure 1f). Compared with
a single silicon nanosphere, the scattering intensity in
the longerwavelength region is strongly enhanced in a
dimer, because the electric field enhancement occurs
in the gap between the two nanospheres. Hence, a
narrow magnetic dipole resonance inside the silicon
spheres interferes destructively with the broad electric
resonance in the gap, and as a result, the magnetic
resonance creates a Fano dip in the backward scatter-
ing spectrum. In larger silicon dimers, this effect ismore
obvious as seen in Figure 1g (d = 106.0 and 106.9 nm)
and h (d= 105.0 and 101.8 nm). More distinct Fano dips
can be seen between two peaks, because themagnetic
response is stronger and the interaction is more effec-
tive with increasing size. To confirm the phenomenon
observed in the experiment, we performed numerical
simulations using the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method. The dimer nanostructures were illumi-
nated by normal incident plane-waves in the visible
spectral range (λ = 300�900 nm) polarized along the
dimer axis. The dielectric function of silicon was ob-
tained from Palik.36 Silicon spheres were selected
vaccording to diameter using measurements obtained
from SEM images; the distance between two spheres
was set to 0 nm. To be in accordwith the experiments, a
2 nm-thick silica layer was specified in all simulation
results. As will be shown below, the ITO glass substrate
has little effect on the backward scattering spectra,
so we calculated the spectra assuming a free space
and ignoring the substrate. The simulation results,
presented in Figure 1i�l, well match the experiment
results. Small discrepancies occur mainly because of a
slight difference in magnetic response between the
two because of defects in the fabricated silicon
spheres, and because there is a difference in the
electric field distributions in gap caused by imperfect
circular shapes.
When the diameters of the two silicon spheres in a

dimer are different, the spectra clearly changes. Three
types of heterodimers are presented in Figure 2a�c.
The resonant wavelength and intensity of the mag-
netic response in the silicon sphere is sensitive to size.
According to Mie theory,27 the magnetic resonance
peak is red-shifted on increasing the size of the

silicon sphere. Thus, the dimer with d = 100.0 nm and
d = 126.6 nm has different magnetic resonance peaks,
and they both interact with the electric resonance in
the gap. Two narrow Fano dips can be distinguished at
λ = 492 nm and λ = 591 nm (Figure 2d). For the dimer
with d= 114.5 and 134.5 nm (Figure 2e), the Fano effect
happens at λ = 500 nm and d = 595 nm. Similarly, two
dips can be observed in Figure 2f at λ= 511 and 592 nm
caused by spheres with d = 115.2 and 129.8 nm,
respectively. The simulation results are presented in
Figure 2g�i. Two Fano dips can also be seen in the
simulation results; the small discrepancies in the peak
and dip positions are caused by imperfections in the
circular spheres (see ref 29 for a discussion). Of note is
that the scattering intensity exhibits a slight difference
between experiment and simulation below the
500 nm wavelength region, because silicon spheres
fabricated by laser ablation have relative weaker
electric dipole resonance compared with simulation
results based on parameter values of Palik; this will be
discussed later. The quantum efficiency of our CCD
near the ultraviolet range drops quickly; thus the
vmeasured scattering intensities decrease to nearly
zero at λ = 400 nm. For a silicon sphere of size 90 to
150 nm, the magnetic quadrupole and the electric
quadrupole resonances often arise below λ = 400 nm
and are very weak28 being distance from the Fano dips
(magnetic dipole resonances). Therefore, we can
ignore them and focus entirely on the coupling me-
chanism between the magnetic and electric dipole
resonances.
Fano resonance in silicon nanosphere dimers is

unique, because the electric dipole radiation gener-
ated in the gap is a natural broad-resonance mode,
which can be generated easily and remain unchanged
when changing the size of silicon spheres. At the
same time, the magnetic dipole radiation in the silicon
sphere has a natural narrow line shape and the reso-
nant wavelength remains unchangedwhen the sphere
is combined with the dimer. For these two reasons,
Fano resonance is much easier to generate in silicon
dimers. When changing the diameter of the silicon
spheres, we can tune the Fano resonance to any
specified wavelength. From homodimer to heterodi-
mer, the number of Fano resonance dips changes from
single to double.
To understand the coupling mechanism better, a

theoretical calculation was performed using Mie theo-
ry and the analytical dipole�dipole model.31 Investi-
gating the splitting of degenerate modes and the
switching of dark modes in symmetry breaking sys-
tems has been widely used to study the coupling
mechanism,37,38 but in our system, the main mechan-
ism is hybridization39 between the dipole modes, so it
is sufficient to study the dipole�dipole interaction.
First, we study the scattering properties of a single
silicon nanosphere. Scattering cross sections for a
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sphere can be decomposed into a series of multipolar
contributions,40

σscat ¼ 2π
k2 ∑

¥

n¼ 1
(2nþ 1)(janj2 þ jbnj2) (1)

where k is the wave vector, and an and bn are the
electric and magnetic Mie coefficients. For nano-
spheres with sizes much smaller than the incident
wavelength, only the first two coefficients dominate,
so the scattering cross-section of a silicon sphere with
d = 130 nm can be describe by a1 and b1 being
proportional to the electric and magnetic dipoles.
The scattering spectra contributed by a1 and b1
(Figure 3a) show two well-defined resonance peaks
at 460 nm (electric dipole) and 550 nm (magnetic
dipole), and the interference between the electric
and magnetic dipoles leads to directional scattering
(Figure 3b). However, the electric andmagnetic modes
in a single sphere are narrow and detached in the
spectrum, so the unidirectional scattering is not quite
obvious, not tomention the directional Fano resonance.
To generate directional Fano resonance, one needs a

broad electricmode combinedwith a narrowmagnetic
mode, or vice versa. On the basis of this motivation,

we tried to engineer the electric and magnetic dipole
resonances by combining a single sphere with a dimer.
According to the dipole�dipole model,31 each in-
duced dipole in the spheres experiences an incident
field and the dipole�dipole interaction with the in-
duced dipole from the other sphere. Inducedmagnetic
dipoles m1x and m2x, induced electric dipoles p1y and
p2y are produced under y-axis polarization along the
dimer axis (Figure 3e). The induced dipole can be
expressed as

p1y ¼ ε0εhReE0 þRek
2gyyp2y (2)

p2y ¼ ε0εhReE0 þRek
2gyyp1y (3)

m1x ¼ � Rm

Z
E0 � Rmk

2gxxm2x (4)

m2x ¼ � Rm

Z
E0 � Rmk

2gxxm1x (5)

where ε0 and εh are the vacuum and relative permittiv-
ities, Z = (μ0μh/(ε0εh))

1/2 is the vacuum impedance,
k the wavenumber, E0 the incident electric field,
gxx and gyy are scalar Green's functions related to the
distance between two spheres, Re = (6πi/k3)a1 and

Figure 2. Backward scattering properties of silicon nanosphere heterodimers. (a�c) The SEM images of three typical
heterodimers: 100.0 and 126.6 nm dimer (a); 114.5 and 134.4 nm dimer (b); 115.2 and 129.8 nm dimer (c). And the scale bar in
all SEM images is 100 nm. (d�f) The corresponding experimental scattering spectra, and two Fano resonance dips can be
seen. (g�i) Simulated scattering spectra for the nanostructures (a�c).
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Rm = (6πi/k3)b1 are the electric and magnetic polariz-
abilities of a single sphere, which are related to Mie
coefficients a1 and b1. To simplify the analysis, one can
define equivalent polarizabilities,

~Rey ¼ Re

1 � Rek2gyy
(6)

~Rmx ¼ Rm

1þRmk2gxx
(7)

The induced dipoles then can be rewritten as

p1y ¼ p2y ¼ ε0εh~ReyE0 (8)

m1x ¼ m2x ¼ � ~Rmx

Z
E0 (9)

which are similar to the expressions in a single sphere.
Hence we can use the equivalent polarizabilities ~Rey

and ~Rmx to represent the new electric gap and hybrid
magnetic dipole modes. Putting ~Rey and ~Rmx in eq 1,
the scattering cross-section of a 130 nm homodimer
contributed by each coefficient can be calculated
(Figure 3c) and well verifies the coupling mech-
anism described above. The variations in the electric
and magnetic dipoles are presented in Figure S1
(Supporting Information). When single spheres com-
bine with a dimer, the electric dipole resonances in
each sphere hybridizes strongly and produce a new
electric dipole mode in the gap that is broad and
bright. The electric field distributions calculated by
the FDTD method (Figure 3f) illustrate this process
well. For a single sphere, the electric field distribution
shows a dipolar electric field feature around the
sphere. Nevertheless, when two spheres are brought
together, an enhanced electric field can be seen

Figure 3. A physical model for the generation of Fano resonance and unidirectional scattering. (a) Contributions of electric
dipole (blue curve) andmagnetic dipole (red curve) to the scattering cross section in a silicon nanospherewith the diameter of
130 nm. (b) The simulated forward (black curve) and backward scattering (orange curve) spectra of a silicon nanosphere with
the diameter of 130 nm. (c) The scattering cross section contributed by electric gap mode (blue curve) and hybrid magnetic
dipole mode (red curve) in nearly touched homodimer. (d) The simulated forward (black curve) and backward scattering
(orange curve) spectra of a silicon homodimer with diameters of 130 nm. (e) The process diagram on how the electric dipole
and magnetic dipole change when combined to dimer. The dimer is excited by a plane wave polarizing along the dimer axis
from top. (f) The simulated electric field distributions of single sphere and silicon dimer at the resonant wavelength (left) and
simulated magnetic field distributions of single sphere and silicon dimer (right).
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localized in the gap. Meanwhile, the magnetic dipole
resonance can alsohybridizewith each other (Figure 3f).
Although the magnetic field distribution stays nearly
unchangedwhen combinedwith the dimer, the parallel
and side-by-side magnetic dipoles will reduce the di-
polemoment andnarrow themagnetic resonancepeak.
Consequently, amuchbroader electric dipolemodeand
a narrower magnetic dipolemode develop in the dimer
structures (Figure 3c).
Themechanism behind directional scattering can be

further understood by calculating the far-field scatter-
ing intensity distribution32�34,41

I(θ,j)�
[sin2 j(~Reyþ~Rmx cos θ)

2þ cos2 j(~Rey cos θþ~Rmx )
2]

k2

(10)

where θ is the scattering angle and j the angle
vbetween the incident field and the scattering plane.
For forward scattering, θ = 0�; for backward scattering,
θ = 180�. Hence the changes in ~Rey and ~Rmx as a
function of wavelength determine the unidirectional
scattering properties. At the Fano resonant wave-
length (λ = 550 nm), the hybrid magnetic dipole
resonance reaches maximum and has a near-equal
dipole moment as that for the electric gap mode. As
a result, a distinct Fano dip arises in the backward
direction (cos θ = �1) whereas in forward scattering
(cos θ = 1) it is clearly enhanced. The simulated spectra
for the homodimer with diameter 130 nm (Figure 3d)

reveal this unique directional Fano resonance, and the
forward scattering intensity is almost 64 times larger
than that for backward scattering at λ = 550 nm.
As discussed above, the hybrid magnetic mode is

relatively stable, but the electric gap mode distributed
on the surface is sensitive to surroundings and influ-
ences the Fano effect markedly. Hence, it is necessary
to study the effect of gap mode in detail. We choose a
typical homodimer with two 130 nm-diameter spheres
and a typical heterodimer with 130 and 110 nm dia-
meter spheres as examples to reveal the influence of
different gap distance. For the homodimer, when the
gap distance is large (50 nm), the backward scattering
spectrum (black curve in Figure 4a) appears as a simple
superposition from the scattering of two individual
sphere (gray curve in Figure 4a). The same phenom-
enon can be seen in the forward direction (Figure 4b).
Nevertheless, on decreasing the gap distance, the
coupling effect and directional scattering becomes
increasingly more obvious. The backward scattering
intensity within the longer wavelength range of
around λ = 650 nm is enhanced (Figure 4a) because
the broad electric gap mode becomes stronger,
whereas the backward scattering is suppressed gradu-
ally around λ = 500 nm for the enhanced electromag-
netic interaction (Figure 4a). In contrast, in the forward
direction, the scattering intensities around λ = 500 nm
increase gradually when changing the gap distance
from 50 to 0 nm in consequence of the coupling

Figure 4. Calculated scatteringproperties of the siliconnanosphere homodimer andheterodimerwith different gapdistance.
(a) Backward scattering spectra of a homodimer with the sphere diameters of 130 nm. Purple arrows reveal the spectral
variation when reducing the gap distance from 50 to 0 nm. (b) Forward scattering spectra of a homodimer with the sphere
diameters of 130 nm. Purple arrow reveals the spectral variationwhen reducing the gapdistance from50 to 0 nm.Gray curves
plotted in (a) and (b) show the scattering property of single 130 nm sphere as a comparison. (c) Backward scattering spectra of
a heterodimer with the sphere diameters of 110 and 130 nm. (d) Forward scattering spectra of a heterodimer with the sphere
diameters of 110 and 130 nm. Orange and gray curves in (c) and (d) represent the scattering from single 130 and 110 nm
spheres, respectively.
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between the electric-gap and hybrid-magnetic modes
(Figure 4b). This demonstrates that a nearly touching
silicon dimer is the best choice to generate a promi-
nent Fano resonance and unidirectional scattering. For
heterodimer, the directional scattering is a little bit
complex (Figure 4c and d). The scattering spectra of
single 130 and 110 nm spheres are also provided
(orange and gray lines) to help understand the cou-
pling mechanism better. Two silicon spheres of differ-
ent sizes interact with the electric gap mode and
generate two Fano dips in the backward spectra. When
decreasing the gap distance, the scattering intensities
around λ = 610 nm are enhanced and the intensities
around λ = 485 nm are reduced gradually (Figure 4c)
because of the enhanced gap mode and electromag-
netic interaction. Similarly, when decreasing the gap
distance, two enhanced resonance peaks can be
obtained in the forward direction where Fano dips
happen in the backward direction (Figure 4d).
Perhaps the greatest difference between a dielectric

nanoantenna and a plasmonic nanoantenna is their
directional scattering. How the angle of incoming light
influences the scattering spectra would provide good
insight into the difference between dielectrics and
metals. In the experiments, the nanosphere dimer
was illuminated via a dark-field objective with an

incidence angle of 53�, and the scattered light was
collected over the sample by the same objective lens
(Figure 5a and b). Because of its directional scattering
feature, the incidence angle has some effects on the
scattering spectra of the silicon nanosphere dimer
(Figure 5c). When increasing the incidence angle θ,
the scattering signals collected by dark-field objective
are no longer pure backward scattered light and more
like the light scattered off to the side, which contains
both forward and backward components. For large
incidence angle (blue curve in Figure 5c), the suppres-
sion of scattering intensities becomes obscured and
the scattering peak at λ = 485 nm becomes stronger.
The influence of incidence angle can explain the
discrepancy between experiment and simulation in
the heterodimer (Figure 5d�h). The relative strong
scattering peak below λ = 500 nm arises from the 53�
incidence angle in the experiment. In contrast, the
incidence angle has little influence on the scattering
behavior of the gold heterodimer. In Figure 5d, the
nearly touching gold dimer exhibits a plasmon reso-
nance peak near 600 nm based on plasmon hybridiza-
tion.39 Because this hybridization couples the two
electric dipole modes, the directional Fano resonance
cannot be created. Moreover, to verify low intrinsic
losses in the silicon sphere, the scattering cross

Figure 5. Comparison between silicon nanosphere and gold nanosphere dimers as a nanoantenna. (a,b) Schematics showing
how to excite and collect the scattered light in experiment. θ is the incident angle. (c) The collected backward scattering from
silicon heterodimer with d = 130 and 110 nm varied with incident angle. (d) The collected backward scattering from gold
heterodimer with d = 130 and 110 nm varied with incident angle. (e) Calculated backward scattering spectra of silicon (gray
curve) and gold (orange curve) homodimers with d = 130 nm. (f) Calculated forward scattering spectra of silicon (gray) and
gold (orange curve) homodimers with d = 130 nm.
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sections were calculated and compared with that of a
Au nanosphere in Figure S2 (Supporting Information).
A silicon nanosphere of diameter 130 nm has a larger
scattering cross-section over a relatively broad spectral
range (450�560 nm) especially at the strong magnetic
resonant wavelength. When combined with a dimer,
although the scattering intensity in the backward
direction is comparable (Figure 5e), the forward scat-
tering of the silicon dimers are much stronger than the
scattering intensity from a gold dimer (Figure 5f).
Hence, we believe the silicon nanosphere dimer will
be a more efficient scatterer with unidirectional fea-
tures than a plasmonic one.
Next, we investigated how sphere size and material

properties influence the Fano resonance (Figure 6). Not
all heterodimers can generate two Fano dips, and
it depends on sphere sizes. In the experiments, two
extreme cases were studied (Figure 6a and b). For
the dimer with d = 78.9 and 108.6 nm, the magnetic
response in the smaller-diameter sphere is much
weaker compared with the electric gap mode, so the
dominating mechanism is the interaction between the
magnetic response in the larger sphere and the electric
gap mode. Thus, only one Fano dip can be seen at λ =
530 nm (Figure 6a). However, the dimer with d = 156.0
and 100.2 nm produces differences. Although the
smaller sphere is able to generate a proper magnetic
response with an electric gap mode coupling, the
magnetic response in the larger sphere is so strong
that it dominates any influence of the gap mode.
Hence, the spectrum in Figure 6b presents a single-
sphere scattering line shape. The single-sphere

scattering spectra in Figure 6c support this discussion
above. When increasing the sphere size, the magnetic
resonance is red-shifted and enhanced. Therefore, the
magnetic dipole resonance of the 78.9 nm sphere
(Figure 6a) is quite weak and close to the ultraviolet
region, and this is why the 108.6 nm sphere dominates.
From Figure 6c, the difference in intensity between the
145 and 107 nm spheres is quite large, so it is easily
concluded that the 156.0 nm sphere dominates
(Figure 6b). The simulation results of single spheres
are presented in Figure 6d. Comparing experimental
and simulation results, the total lineshapes and the
location of themagnetic resonant peaks are consistent
implying that parameter values of Palik can be used to
simulate our experiment well. One difference is that
the electric dipole peaks in the measured spectra are
weaker than in simulated spectra, and that is why a
discrepancy exists at smaller wavelength region be-
tween simulated and measured spectra in Figures 1
and 2. The electric dipole mode in the silicon sphere is
partially distributed on the surface (Figure 3f) and is
sensitive to morphology and surroundings; hence the
slight discrepancy between experimental and simula-
tion results is inevitable. Figure 6e gives the transmis-
sion electron microscope (TEM) images of a large
silicon sphere (>100 nm) fabricated by fs-LAL. The
high-resolution TEM and the elemental mapping
images reveal that the polycrystalline silicon sphere is
coated with a very thin (1�2 nm) amorphous oxide
layer, so the oxide layer has little influence on sizemea-
surement and scattering properties (Figure 6f and g).
The presence of the oxide layer weakens the electric

Figure 6. Influences of particle size and surface morphology on scattering property. (a) The backward scattering of a quite
small sphere (78.9 nm) combiningwith a 108.6 nm sphere. Inset is the SEM image of this dimer, and the scale bar is 100 nm. (b)
The backward scattering of a fairly big sphere (156.0 nm) combining with a 100.2 nm sphere. Inset is the SEM image of this
dimer, and the scale bar is 100 nm. (c) Themeasured backward scattering spectra of single silicon sphereswith different sizes.
(d) Calculated scattering spectra of single spheres with different sizes. (e) TEM image of a typical silicon nanosphere with the
diametermore than 100 nm (upper left). High resolution TEM image of the silicon sphere. The regions confined bywhite lines
indicates the thin amorphous oxide layer (upper right). The elements mapping of oxygen and silicon (bottom). (f) The
backward scattering from a 120 nm sphere with 2 nm silica shell compared with a pure 120 nm silicon sphere. (g) The
backward scattering from silicon heterodimer with 2 nm silica shells (red curve) and the backward scattering from
heterodimer without silica shell (black curve). (h) Backward scattering of 120 nm single sphere with small protrusions
(red line) and smooth sphere (black line).
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dipole resonance in a single sphere and the electric gap
mode in a dimer structure, so the scattering intensity at
the electric resonance wavelength in Figure 6f is weak-
ened, and the Fano scattering behavior from a hetero-
dimer (Figure 6g) is similar to the heterodimer with a
large gap distance (Figure 4c). Besides increasing the
gap distance, the presence of the silica layer changes
the refractive index of the sphere relative to the ambient
medium and hence influences the Mie coefficients. This
may provide another explanation for the differences
between experiment and simulation in Figure 2e and h;
that is, the gap distance and oxide layer lead to an
enhanced back scattering peak near λ = 480 nm. More-
over, the simulation result in Figure 6h indicates how
surface roughness affects the scattering spectra. The
scattering spectrum of a 120 nm sphere with about 20
small protuberant hemispheres of diameter 10�20 nm
adhering to it is quite similar to the spectrum of a
smooth sphere. This is because the dominant magnetic
mode of a silicon sphere is inside the sphere (see
Figure 3f); surface roughness thus has less of an effect
on scattering properties. This is an advantage compared
with plasmonic materials for which the resonant mode
is on the surface.
The ITO substrates used in our experiment also have

some effect on the scattering properties leading to
deviations between experiment and simulation. First,

the ITO substrate creates image dipoles,42 which
mainly influence the electric gap mode and change
the electromagnetic interaction to some extent
(Figure S3, Supporting Information). The Fano dip
is slightly blue-shifted and the scattering intensities
contributed by the quadrupolemodes (λ< 400 nm) are
enhanced. Second, the reflection and refraction that
happen on the interface, as described by the Fresnel
coefficients, also influence the measured scattering
spectra. Fortunately, these effects have little influence
on the directional scattering behavior.
To better understand the coupling mechanism be-

tween electric gap mode and magnetic dipole mode,
the electric and magnetic field distributions simulated
by FDTD method provides visually and directly the
interaction between the electric and magnetic dipole
resonances. We choose a typical heterodimer (112.5
and 146.0 nm in Figure 7a) as an example; its forward
and backward scattering spectra confirm the analysis
of directional Fano resonance in heterodimer above.
From simulated spectra in Figure 7b, the two Fano
resonance dips at 608 and 492 nm correspond to two
peaks in the forward direction, whereas the peak in
the backward direction at 568 nm corresponds to the
valley in the forward direction. Thedirectional scattering
was also verified by experiment (Figure 7c). Some
deviation appears caused by measurement differences

Figure 7. Analysis on the directional scattering properties of a typical heterodimer. (a) The SEM image of a heterodimer with
146.0 and 112.5 nm spheres. (b) The simulated forward (red line) and backward (black line) scattering spectra. The black and
red arrows show the correspondence between peaks and dips in back or forward directions. (c) The measured forward (red
line) and backward (black line) scattering spectra. Similarly, the black and red arrows show the correspondence between
peaks and dips in back or forward directions. (d) Scattering patterns at 608 nm where a Fano resonance dip arises in the
backward scattering spectrum, and the scattering direction is almost forward. (e,f) The magnetic field and electric field
distributions at 608 nm. (g) Scattering patterns at 568 nm, and the backward scattering intensity reaches the maximum. (h,i)
The magnetic field and electric field distributions at 568 nm. (j) Scattering patterns at 492 nm, the second resonance dip in
backward direction. (k,l) Themagnetic field and electric field distributions at 492 nm. The electric field in the gap possess field
enhancement more than 3 times in a broad spectrum region from 608 to 492 nm (f,i,l).
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between forward and backward scattering. A dark-field
objective lens (100�, numerical aperture 0.80) was used
to illuminate the dimers and collect the scattered light in
backward scattering, but in the forward measurement,
an oil-immersed dark-field condenser with numerical
aperture of 1.4 was used for illumination from beneath
the dimers and a dark-field objective lens (100�, nu-
merical aperture 0.80) was used to record the spectra
from above. The numerical apertures may have some
influence on the collected spectra.43

We then analyzed the characteristic wavelengths.
First, at 608 nm, the far-field scattering patterns in
XZ and YZ plane are obtained (Figure 7d). The unique
scattering characteristics yielded unidirectional scat-
tering channels with high forward-to-backward ratio at
608 nm; this ratio was up to 24 times higher, which is
superior than that of a single silicon sphere.29 The
magnetic field distribution (Figure 7e) shows the mag-
netic dipole of a bigger sphere reaching a maximum
along the y-axis (normal to the polarization of incident
wave) first, while the magnetic dipole of the smaller
sphere is still very weak. At the same time, the electric
field in the gap is very strong (Figure 7f). Both the
electric and the magnetic dipoles are along the nega-
tive direction, so they have coupled with each other
effectively. According to eq 10, they constructively
interfere in forward scattering and destructively inter-
fere in backward scattering. Therefore, a characteristic
Fano dip can only be seen in the backward spectrum.
However, at 568 nm, the situation is different. In
Figure 7h, the magnetic dipole of larger silicon sphere
changes its direction. Although the magnetic dipole of
the smaller sphere begins to increase along the nega-
tive direction, the dipole moment is still small. The two
magnetic dipoles cancel each other out and reduce
~Rmx in eq 10, while the electric dipole remains strong

along the negative direction (Figure 7i). As a result, the
forward scattering is weakened whereas the backward
scattering is enhanced (Figure 7g). At 492 nm, the
positive direction magnetic dipole of 146.0 nm sphere
the decreases gradually and the negative-direction
magnetic dipole of the 112.5 nm sphere reaches max-
imum and becomes dominant (Figure 7k). Therefore,
the scattering characteristics are similar to that at
608 nm; that is, ~Rmx and ~Rey have the same sign and
are nearly of the same magnitude. They constructively
interfere in the forward direction and destructively
interfere in the backward direction (Figure 7j). From
Figure 7f,i,l, the field distribution just varies slightly,
thus verifying that the electric gapmode is quite broad.
However, the magnetic resonance is fairly narrow, as
seen in Figure 7e,h,k. The magnetization intensity
attains maxima at 608 and 492 nm, but decreases
and changes direction rapidly. These features are use-
ful in the design and fabrication of nanophotonic
devices such as unidirectional nanoantennas and
nanosensors.
In our experiments, unpolarized incident light was

used to obtain strong scattering signals and reduce
noise. The subsequent results are consistent with those
from simulations using linear polarized incidence
along the dimer axis. Although, if the polarization
direction is changed, the scattering spectrum changes
significantly because of the absence of the electric
gap mode. In Figure 8a, the backward scattering from
a homodimer under excitations polarized along the
dimer axis is compared with the scattering spectrum
under excitations polarized normal to the dimer axis.
The polarization direction can operate as an optical
switch; the directional Fano resonance is on/off if the
polarization is parallel/normal to the dimer axis. The
results of simulations (Figure 8b) are similar to those of

Figure 8. Backward scattering properties under the incident illumination with different polarization direction. (a) The
measured scattering spectra under the excitation polarization along the dimer axis (black curve) and normal to the dimer axis
(red curve). The inset is the SEM image of this homodimer, and the scale bar is 100 nm. (b) The simulated scattering spectra
under the excitation polarization along the dimer axis (black curve) and normal to the dimer axis (red curve). (c) The electric
field distributions under different polarization direction at λ = 561 nm.
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experiment, although a slight discrepancy is caused by
the presence of a gap distance (see inset of Figure 8a).
Under excitations polarized normal to the dimer axis,
the electric dipole in the silicon spheres no longer
couple with each other effectively and cannot gener-
ate strong enhancement in the gap (Figure 8c). Hence,
the scattering spectrum is similar to that from a single
silicon sphere (Figure 8b) when the Fano resonance is
turned off by changing the polarization.
In addition, the Fano resonance in silicon trimers is

also demonstrated to verify our proposed mechanism.
As shown in Figure 9, a silicon nanosphere trimer
can generate three Fano resonance dips if the size
of each sphere is different. Figure 9a gives a SEM
image of a close-packed trimer with 101.2, 119.5, and

142.0 nm-diameter spheres. The measured spectrum
(Figure 9c) and calculated spectrum (Figure 9d) both
have three Fano dips, and the resonant wavelengths
from the experiment are consistent with those from
simulations. Considering the broadness of the electric
gap mode, the magnetic dipole variation (Figure 9b)
is enough to explain the unique spectra. The strong
magnetic dipole resonances in each silicon spheres
interact with the electric dipole separately causing
destructive interference to occur three times at 606,
522, and 470 nm. The change in the aggregate state of
silicon trimers does not modify the Fano scattering
property. The SEM image of the right triangle shape
trimer is shown in Figure 9e. Three Fano dips can
be seen in the measured scattering spectrum and

Figure 9. Backward scattering properties of two kinds of silicon nanosphere trimer. (a) SEM image of one trimer, and three
spheres with different sizes form a triangle shape. The scale bar is 100 nm. (b) The magnetic field distributions at resonance
dips (left to right: 606, 522, and 470 nm). (c) Experimental backward scattering spectrum, and three Fano dips caused by three
different spheres are marked with particle sizes. (d) The simulated scattering spectrum, and three resonance dips also can be
seen. (e) SEM image of the other trimer in which three spheres form a rectangular triangle shape. (f) The magnetic field
distributions at resonance dips (left to right: 585, 501, and 470 nm). (g) Themeasured scattering spectrum, and three resonance
dips can be seen. (h) The simulated scattering spectrum, and three resonance dips are located at 585, 501 and 470 nm.
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simulated spectrum, and the Fano dips are distin-
guished by their wavelength 98.0, 111.9, and 135.9 nm
to indicate which spheres produce destructive interfer-
ence (Figure 9g and h). In Figure 9f, the three spheres
reach their maximum magnetic response at 585, 501,
and 470 nm. Using the conclusion obtained above,
we can explain why the scattering spectra, Figure 9g
and h, are slightly different. First, the silicon spheres in
Figure 9e are not very spherical and have some protru-
sions, and these may influence the resonance wave-
length and strength of the magnetic modes. Second,
increasing the vortex anglewill decrease the interaction
among the three spheres and make the electric gap
mode, which is sensitive to the contacting area, spread
to the detached two junctions. Hence, the electric gap
mode in the experiment may be different from that in
the simulation. Third, because the trimer structures have
different axes for each pair of spheres, the linear polar-
ized incidence light aligning along the Y-axis may not
correspond well with that of the experiment. None-
theless, these differences have little effect on our anal-
ysis of the Fano resonance in silicon trimers. By that
analogy, engineering the Fano resonances is easily
achieved by changing the size or number of silicon
nanospheres, and the Fano effect occurs where a silicon
sphere reaches its maximum magnetic response.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented the first ex-
perimental demonstration of the directional Fano
resonances in self-assembly silicon nanosphere homo-
dimers, heterodimers, and arbitrary trimers. In compar-
isons with the numerical simulation and theoretical
calculation, we uncovered the coupling mechanism
and determined how the electric gapmode and hybrid
magnetic mode are generated. The gap between the
two spheres can support a broad electric resonance
that overlaps with the strong magnetic resonance
inside the silicon spheres to produce Fano resonance.
The new electric dipole mode and magnetic dipole
mode interfere with each other and give rise to en-
hanced forward scattering and suppressed backward
scattering. This Fano resonance is sensitive to gap
width and particle size, so we can easily adjust the
resonance wavelengths by changing particle size or
increasing the number of spheres. Compared with
metallic dimers, the absorption loss from the silicon
dimers ismuch lower and the energy is almost radiated
in the far field. Moreover, this Fano scattering is
sensitive to directional and polarization, which pro-
vides promising applications in areas such as unidirec-
tional radiating antennae and polarization-based
optical switches.

METHODS

Materials Preparation and Characterization. Silicon nanospheres
with diameters from 80 to 200 nmwere fabricated by fs-LAL The
ultrafast laser has a pulse duration of 35 fs, and a single-pulse
energyof 4mJ. After 10minof focused laser ablation indeionized
water, wewere able to suspend the silicon colloid in solution.We
then transferred one drop of the solution onto a slab of ITO glass
that had been cleaned with acetone, ethanol, and deionized
water to remove any pollutant prior to use. During evaporation,
the larger droplets split into smaller droplets containing less
numbers of silicon spheres. On drying, multiple silicon spheres
self-assemble as dimers, trimers or other oligomers via capillary
forces. Finally, samples were analyzed using a dark-field micro-
scope and a SEM (JSM-7600F) field emission scanning electron
microscope operated at 15 kV). To study the surfacemorphology
we used a TEM equipped with a scanning mode (G2 F30, FEI
Tecnai, Japan) with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV.

Dark-Field Scattering Measurement. The backward and forward
scattering spectra of an individual dimer or trimer were ob-
tained using a dark-field optical microscope (BX51, Olympus)
integrated with a quartz-tungsten-halogen lamp (100 W), a
monochromator (SpectraPro 2300i, Acton), and a CCD camera
(Pixis 400BR_eXcelon, Princeton Instruments). During the mea-
surements the camera was thermoelectrically cooled to�70 �C.
The forward and backward scattering measurements are
slightly different. In the backward scattering measurement, a
dark-field objective lens (100�, numerical aperture 0.80) was
used to illuminate the silicon nanospheres with white excitation
light. For the forward scattering measurement, an oil immersed
dark-field condenser with numerical aperture of 1.4 was used to
illuminate the silicon spheres from below. For both, the scat-
tered light was collected by a dark-field objective lens (100�,
numerical aperture 0.80). The scattering spectra from the single
nanostructures were corrected by first subtracting the back-
ground spectra taken from adjacent regions without spheres
and then dividing each by the calibrated response curve of the

entire optical system. This process ensures both backward and
forward scattering spectra can be compared.

Numerical Calculation. The scattering spectra, near-field dis-
tributions, and far-field scattering patterns were calculated
using the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD Solu-
tions 8.6.0, Lumerical Solutions, Inc.). The oligomer nanostruc-
tures were illuminated with p-polarized plane-wave normal
incident visible light (300�900 nm). Linear polarization inci-
dence simplifies the analysis of the near-field distributions and
the results well matched those from the unpolarized incident
light experiments. A mesh size of 2 nm for the illuminated region
was used. Perfectly matched layers were used at the boundary to
absorb the directional scattered radiation. The dielectric function
of silicon was obtained from Palik.36 The diameters of silicon
spheres were set according to the experimental measurement
fromSEM images. In the simulations, we calculated the spectra in
free space and ignored the ITO substrate because this has little
effect on backward scattering spectra.
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